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another good feature of s11p is the ability to re-arrange your audio tracks by dragging them around,
either up, down, left, or right. a slight disadvantage to this method, is that when youre using the
software mixer to adjust the levels of these tracks, you can only set their levels relative to one
another. the software mixer can adjust the level of the track down and up relative to the master
track, but not left or right. i couldnt figure out a way around this limitation, and it is something youll
need to deal with on a case-by-case basis. when youre adjusting the track levels, it will bring up a
dialog box that lets you choose the type of level youre adjusting to. the bundled mastering suite of
processing effects sounds interesting at first; however, i find i use it less than the on-board effects,
since i have already been using the on-board effects for my audio mastering. thats not to say that
theyre not cool; i just prefer to work with my on-board effects first. multitrack tracks generally work
without issue, and track editing is very easy. in fact, the easier the task, the more likely youre going
to run into a problem with one of your tracks. there are two main ways that tracks can get messed
up: theres either an unwanted noise track or a short track between two tracks of audio that is not
audio you want in your project. the first is easy to fix, since you just need to select the track and
delete it. if youre using the s11p audio track interface, you can do this by selecting the track,
ctrl+dragging the track to the trash can icon, and releasing the track. theres also a ctrl+l, which
brings up the track list window, in which you can easily check for this type of unwanted noise.
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the second type of track issue youre likely to encounter is a short track between two tracks. this
might be an actual fault, where youll have one of your tracks that ends abruptly, or an intentional
part of the mix. often, people have a track with a distorted guitar or a synth that ends before the

track that follows it, and want to use a flanging effect. when doing this, it is best to keep the tracks
together and really give it some attention. theres a great technique for this: zoom in on the track
that ends, ctrl+drag it over to the track that follows, and release the track, ctrl+dragging it to the

trash can icon. if you are looking to buy music maker or music studio, please refer to my other music
related products like songmaker and sound forge. when purchasing music maker, make sure that

you also purchase music studio 5! ive got this coming up. im not sure that this is gonna make it, as
nuke wasnt represented this time around, and i dont want to assume that its the same add-on. but ill
keep you updated on the status of this one. a general update of the status on magix is that i will be

designing a product for them that will be called studio suite. ive been using some of the features
from songmaker and being able to share my projects with others is very convenient. so i would like

to begin that process. while im at it, i would like to take this opportunity to mention some of my
other products and how you can purchase them. below are the names of the products, the prices

that they are sold at now, and how you can purchase them. i will also try to update the prices
periodically. 5ec8ef588b
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